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The identity of Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH has always been shaped by the landscape, the people and the 

extreme weather conditions in the region around the Grossglockner mountain. Tradition and knowledge handed 

down from generation to generation have ensured survival south of the main Alpine ridge. This is the foundati-

on on which Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH is based: inventiveness, pragmatic solutions and reliable quality.

The focus of all our developments, services and efforts is on you, our customer. We address your specific 

requirements and provide you with the solutions you need in your everyday business. Both value-for-

money and durability are key aspects of our designs. Therefore, in addition to technical challenges and 

services, personal contact with you is fundamental for Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH. 

The new catalogue offers a wide range of winter equipment tailored to your needs and require-

ments. A number of innovations and further developments set our high-quality, precision pro-

ducts apart. For us, the purchase – the contractual agreement – is not a one-off event. It is the 

beginning of a partnership. Excellent customer service guarantees long-term satisfaction. 

No matter how hard the winter, we have the perfect solution

and are the right partner for you!
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4  I  SPRINGERKOMMUNALTECHNIK

SPRINGER Kommunaltechnik GmbH has been developing 

internationally successful innovative products in the mu-

nicipal services sector for almost 20 years. There is good 

reason why our family business, located at the foot of the 

Grossglockner mountain in Carinthia’s Möll Valley, is Aus-

tria’s largest domestic producer of spreaders and attach-

ments for municipal vehicles. Here, where extreme weather 

conditions prevail in both summer and winter, passability 

of the roads is vital to ensure that life for the public runs 

smoothly. Experience and practical relevance create a sound 

basis for our skills. Our highly-skilled craftsmen pass on this 

expertise to apprentices and develop it year on year. The 

apprentices guarantee the continuity of quality standards. 

This also stimulates the potential for innovative strength in 

the long term.

Springer Kommunaltechnik is part of the Springer Group 

which was founded in 1952. Timo Springer and Gero Sprin-

ger are the third generation to run the family business. Our 

corporate group employs more than 500 people and is split 

into three business units:

  

• Springer Maschinenfabrik

• Microtec

• Springer Kommunaltechnik

We see ourselves now and in the future as a state-of-the-art, 

decisive company that accepts new challenges and is open 

to change. We value maximum safety, quality due to exper-

tise and the use of cutting-edge technology. This ensures 

process reliability, freedom from defects and dependabili-

ty not just for our products but also at all operating levels. 

Comprehensive, personal consultation and excellent quali-

ty customised solutions are equally part of this standard. 

Decades of experience in the municipal sector make us are 

reliable and flexible partners. We work constantly on impro-

vements and innovations designed to optimise winter grit-

ting and snow-clearing services in every respect. 

COMPANY
International competition is our benchmark. We see the achievement 

of profits as an investment in the future of our family business and 

as a constant improvement in quality. In doing so, we regard our 

thoughts and actions as the responsible interaction between 

product, technology, profitability, people and the environ-

ment. This makes Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH a relia-

ble partner with a global reputation.

Snow is your job and we have the solution!
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Winter gritting and snow-clearing is a challenge to man and 

machine. Added to this, a large number of carrier vehicles 

from different manufacturers have come onto the munici-

pal market in recent years. It should be possible to mount 

spreading equipment on this wide range of vehicle types 

quickly, straightforwardly and without risk. Years of analysis 

of workflows, discussions with customers and the in-depth 

technical knowledge of our engineers have led to the de-

velopment of Springer’s spreading equipment. Our designer 

engineers have developed spreading equipment that easily 

allows for a large number of different mounting variations. 

When combined with intelligent computer technology, the 

result is an optimum clearing system with the added extra of 

high reliability and proven cost-efficiency.

As with all the equipment of Springer Kommunaltechnik, 

the focus is on functionality. Precision workmanship results 

in a long service life. Frost, splash water, salt and also me-

chanical stresses constantly take their toll on the spreading 

equipment. Springer spreading machines are made from 

high-grade steel (optionally also from stainless steel). This 

quality ensures lasting resistance to acid and alkaline media. 

Spreading machines are also coated with an excellent, ro-

bust special paint which provides additional durability.

The spreading machine attachments can be used for even 

application of both gritting and de-icing agents. Application 

of the gritting materials is travel-controlled. If the electronic 

system fails, it is still possible to continue spreading by using 

the emergency manual control – yet another advantage of 

Springer’ spreading machine technology. At Springer Kom-

munaltechnik GmbH, the customers’ needs are always at the 

centre of all considerations. State-of-the-art production faci-

lities in Austria therefore guarantee the high demands made 

on production.

SPREADERS

SPREADERS  I  7
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Type Hopper volume
Spreading width in 
winter gritting and 
snow-clearing use

Weight approx.

Compact 500 500 l 1-8 m 180 kg

Compact 640 640 l 1-8 m 190 kg

Compact 780 780 l 1-8 m 200 kg

Additional options

Electrical adjustment of spreading width and quantity

Travel-controlled spreading

Standard equipment:

• 3-point mounting device

• Electric/hydraulic slide opening

•  Manual adjustment of spreading width 

and quantity

• Lighting device

• PTO drive

8  I  SPREADING MACHINE COMPACTLINE

The Compactline spreading machine from Springer is a universal sing-

le-chamber spreading machine, perfectly suited for winter gritting and 

snow-clearing and also for summer use.

1-8 m spreading width for winter 

gritting and snow-clearing.

Years of Springer experience com-

pressed into a compact design. 

Springer quality at a reasonable 

price.

COMPACTLINE
SPREADING

MACHINE
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• Compact sheet metal design
• Screw conveyor system
• Fully hydraulic drive with feedback HD motors
• Folding spreading device (weight-compensated 

by means of gas struts)
• Stainless steel material chute and disperser
• Set-down device with spindle adjustment
• Adjustable pre-wetted salt device 

PWS 10 – PWS 100
• Brine pump with hydraulic drive, attachments, 

fittings and nozzle pipe on disperser
• Travel-controlled spreading
• Automatic material stop when vehicle is 

stationary

• Folding roof for complete opening
• Access ladder made of stainless steel (fold-up)
• LED working lights for monitoring spreading 

process
• Brine tanks mounted on right- and left-hand side 

of spreader with level indicator
• Electrical adjustment of spreading pattern
• LED warning beacon
• Warning marking in acc. with Austrian Guideline 

Code for the Planning, Construction and Main-
tenance of Roads [RVS]

• Optional stainless steel version

10  I  ASE

SPREADING MACHINE ATTACHMENT 
ASE

Type Hopper volume PWS* Weight approx.

ASE 180 2,2 / 3,0 m3 X 960 kg

ASE 225 1,9 / 2,1 m3 X 1.050 kg

ASE 250 2,6 m3 X 1.140 kg

ASE 280 3,6 / 4,1 m3 X 1.230 kg

ASE 400 4,0 / 5,0 / 6,0 / 7,0 m3 X 1.890 kg
*PWS ... Pre-wetted salt possible

The ASE from Springer is a spreading machine with 

single-screw conveying unit! The ASE is ideally suited 

to high spreading widths for dry salt and brine and 

a high filling volume. Thanks to the innovative combi-

nation of disperser and material chute, an ideally ori-

ented spreading pattern is achieved up to PWS 100. 

Spreading widths of 2-10 m for dry salt and 2-12 m for 

pre-wetted salt, as well as right-aligned or left-aligned 

spreading are no problem. 

The “ASE” from Springer is the result of innovative 

technology, top quality and years of experience.

Spreading width: 
approx. 2-12 m 

Quantity of salt  
dispensed: 5-40 g/m2

Quantity of grit  
dispensed: 30-200g/m2
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SINGLE-SCREW SPREADING MACHINE
STA

Type Hopper volume Weight approx.

STA 250S 0,25 m3 160 kg

STA 550S 0,55 m3 250 kg

Spreading width: approx. 1-4 m

Quantity of salt dispensed: 5-40 g/m2

Quantity of grit dispensed: 30-200g/m2

Reliability, longevity and economic aspects define 

the requirements forming the basis for producti-

on of a single-screw spreading machine. These are 

values for which Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH 

is known worldwide.

Easy handling of all sizes for almost any area of 

application is a further characteristic of Springer 

spreaders. State-of-the-art technology and intelli-

gent control equipment complete the overall packa-

ge, saves time and costs while being easy on the 

environment and achieving maximum success. A 

sturdy screw conveyor meters the gritting materials. 

It ensures economical, even but nevertheless effi-

cient application of the gritting material as a functi-

on of the quantity setting, driving speed and desired 

spreading width. The hydraulic drive on screw and 

disperser ensures risk-free application. The entire 

procedure is control simply and precisely by an elec-

tronic control unit in the driver’s cab.

• Compact design

• Screw conveyor system 

• Fully hydraulic drive 

• Travel-controlled spreading 

• Fold-out spreader 

• Various quick-change mountings 

• Electronic control system in driver’s cab

• Stainless steel material chute and disperser

• Manual emergency operation 

• Folding PVC roof for complete opening 

• Parking supports with spindle adjustment



• Low-profile design with low centre of gravity 

• Double screw conveyor system 

• Fully hydraulic drive

• Travel-controlled spreading 

• Speed feedback for high-precision metering 

• Fold-out spreader 

• Stainless steel material chute and disperser 

• Mechanical spreading pattern adjustment  

(electrical option available) 

• Manual emergency operation 

• Folding PVC roof for complete opening 

• Parking supports with spindle adjustment 

• Two LED flashing lights 

• Optional double chamber version 

• Optionally with electronic spreading control 

• Optionally with pre-wetted salt 

• Optional stainless steel version 

AS100 - 185  I  15

Spreading width:  
approx. 1-6 m

Quantity of salt  
dispensed: 5-40 g/m2

Quantity of grit  
dispensed: 30-200g/m2

Type Hopper volume PWS* DB* Weight approx.

AS 100 0,6 / 0,8 m3 X X 400 kg

AS 135 1,1 m3 X X 420 kg

AS 145 1,1 / 1,3 m3 X X 390 kg

AS 180 0,9 / 1,3 / 1,6 m3 X 500 kg

AS 185 1,2 / 1,4 m3 X X 500 kg

14  I  AS100 - 185

*PWS ... Pre-wetted salt possible 
*DB ... Double chamber possible

SPREADING MACHINE
ATTACHMENT

AS100 - 185

As with all spreading machines from Springer 

Kommunaltechnik, the central requirements 

when developing the spreaders in the AS 100 

to AS 185 series were maximum quality, low 

wear and absolute reliability even under the 

most adverse conditions.

Particular attention was also paid to safe and 

easy operation to enable the men and women 

of the winter gritting and snow-clearing service 

to carry out their grit spreading work without 

difficulties. 

This includes easy, continuously variable cont-

rol of the spreading machine from the driver’s 

cab, ensured by ergonomically correct place-

ment of the computer-assisted control panel. 

Two sturdy screw conveyors also work inside 

the grit chamber which is fitted with an additi-

onal device for adding brine as an option. Ap-

plication of the gritting materials is travel-con-

trolled. The screw and disperser are driven 

hydraulically. Precise metering of the gritting 

material delivers excellent spreading results. 

Springer spreading machines therefore make 

a valuable contribution to road safety and pro-

tection of the environment.
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Spreading width: approx. 2-8 m

Quantity of salt dispensed: 
5-40 g/m2

Quantity of grit dispensed: 
30-200g/m2

Type Hopper volume PWS* DB* Weight approx.

AS 150 2,2 / 3 m3 X X 850 kg

AS 225 1,4 bis 2,5 m3 X X 800-1000 kg

AS 250 1,7 bis 3,6 m3 X X 800-1000 kg

AS 280 3,1 bis 4,1 m3 X X 900-1200 kg
*PWS ... Pre-wetted salt possible 
*DB ... Double chamber possible

• Low-profile design with low centre of gravity

• Double screw conveyor system 

• Fully hydraulic drive 

• Travel-controlled spreading 

• Speed feedback for high-precision metering 

• Fold-out spreader 

• Stainless steel material chute and disperser 

• Mechanical spreading pattern adjustment (electrical option 

available) 

• Manual emergency operation 

• Folding roof for complete opening 

• Watertight hydraulic units 

• LED working lights 

• Parking supports with spindle adjustment 

• Optional double chamber version 

• Optionally with pre-wetted salt 

• Optional stainless steel version

SPREADING MACHINE
ATTACHMENT 

AS150 - 280

The spreading machines of the AS 150 to AS 280 

series cover the mid-range segment. They are cha-

racterised by a higher payload and larger sprea-

ding width. The chambers of the spreading machi-

ne are sealed with a special paint.  

As a result, Springer Kommunaltechnik’s spreading 

machines have a longer service life and are more 

cost-effective. The company’s own experience and 

customers’ requirements were incorporated in the 

design of these spreading machines. The result is 

products that set standards. 

The spreading machines of this range are also at-

tachment devices. Two powerful screw conveyors 

are integrated in their two chambers for salt and 

grit. They ensure that the gritting material is fed 

back to the disperser easily and without clum-

ping. Here the brine is added from the additional 

pre-wetted salt device. Precise metering results 

from the grit quantity setting, the driving speed and 

the spreading width required. The control and mo-

nitoring functions operate fully electronically via a 

computer-assisted control panel in the driver’s cab 

of the carrier vehicle. The combination of precisi-

on, reliability and cutting-edge technology results 

in a perfect spreading pattern and optimum road 

safety.



• Compact design

• Double screw conveyor system 

• Fully hydraulic drive 

• Travel-controlled spreading 

• Speed feedback for high-precision 

metering 

• Fold-out spreader 

• Stainless steel material chute and 

disperser 

• Mechanical spreading pattern adjustment 

(electrical option available) 

• Manual emergency operation 

• Folding roof for complete opening 

• Watertight hydraulic units 

• LED working lights 

• Parking supports with spindle adjustment 

• Optional double chamber version 

• Optionally with pre-wetted salt 

• Optional stainless steel version 

• Optionally with quick-change mounting 

frame 

• Optionally with Rolltec quick set-down 

device

AS400  I  1918  I  AS400

Type Hopper volume Spreading width Quantity of salt 
dispensed

Quantity of grit 
dispensed PWS* DB* Weight approx.

AS 400 4,0 / 5,0 / 5,5 / 6,0 / 7,0 m3 ca. 2-8 m 5-40 g/m2 30-200 g/m2 X X 1800-2400 kg

*PWS ... Pre-wetted salt possible 
*DB ... Double chamber possible

SPREADING MACHINE
ATTACHMENT

AS400

Major challenges in winter gritting and 

snow-clearing require heavy equipment. The 

spreading machines of the AS 400 series were 

made for this kind of work. These spreaders, 

built to Springer’s proven high quality, have 

an optional tank for liquid salt. 

Two sturdy screw conveyors are located in 

the chamber via which gritting and de-icing 

agents are fed back to the disperser evenly 

and without clumping. This is where the brine 

is mixed in for impressive clearing results. As 

with the other models of the spreading machi-

nes, the screws and disperser are driven hy-

draulically. At a speed between 1 and 60 km/h, 

the quantity of gritting material, the output of 

which is adjusted on a spreading cassette, is 

spread evenly over the road via the disperser. 

The speed signal can be transmitted by a di-

gital pulse generator and also by the tacho-

graph. The control and monitoring functions 

are operated electronically using an ergono-

mic control panel installed in the driver’s cab. 

Thus ensuring a perfect spreading pattern 

and impressive cost-efficiency. Springer Kom-

munaltechnik sets standards – worldwide.



• Quick and easy to fit

• Good visibility to the rear 

• Centre of gravity very close to vehicle 

• High-quality sheet steel components 

• Fully hydraulic drive 

• Sand blasted spreading equipment 

• Special two-coat paintwork 

• Screw conveyor system 

• Continuously adjustable application of grit-

ting material with disperser 

• Hydraulic self-loading device 

• Mechanical spreading pattern adjustment 

(electrical option available) 

• Grit protection (rubber apron) 

• Rear lights integrated in hopper 

• RAL 2011 paintwork 

• Travel-controlled spreading 

• Tarpaulin cover 

• Optional electronic adjustment of sprea-

ding pattern 
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Type Hopper volume Spreading width Weight approx.

TSS 400 0,4 m3 1200 mm 340 kg

TSS 700 0,7 m3 1700 mm 410 kg

TSS 1200 1,2 m3 2100 mm 560 kg

TSS 1500 1,5 m3 2100 mm 610 kg

TSS 1800 1,8 m3 2100 mm 650 kg

TSS 2000 2,0 m3 2100 mm 700 kg

20  I  TSS

Spreading width:  
TSS 400/700: approx. 1-4 m 
TSS 1200/2000: approx. 1-6 m

Quantity of salt dispensed: 
5-40 g/m2

Quantity of grit dispensed: 
30-200g/m2

TRACTOR 
SELF-LOADING SPREADER

Springer Kommunaltechnik self-loading 

spreading machines are equipped with a 

hopper with a capacity of 0.4 to 1.5 m3. The 

solid steel spreaders are attached to the 

three-point hydraulics of a tractor with the 

fittings provided.

This can be done easily and safely. Alongsi-

de quality and reliability, the carrier vehicle’s 

driving safety in even the most difficult con-

ditions played a key role in the design of the 

self-loading spreaders. The tractor can use 

the self-loading device to load the attached 

spreader itself. This makes it possible to ad-

just the load to individual requirements. This 

ensures a high level of effectiveness and cost 

efficiency and, when combined with the carri-

er vehicle, the self-loading spreader becomes 

a high-performance gritting unit. Here too, a 

screw ensures metering of the output. It ca-

refully guides the gritting material through 

the centrally positioned material chute and 

down to the disperser. Swivelling the disper-

ser to the left or right achieves the desired 

spreading symmetry. This is Springer Kom-

munaltechnik at its impressive best.
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Type Hopper volume Spreading
width

Spreader
width

Quantity of grit 
dispensed Weight approx.

TS 1003 H 1 m3 2,2 m 2200 mm 30-200 g/m2 480 kg

• Quick and easy to fit

• Good visibility to the rear 

• Centre of gravity very close to vehicle 

• High-quality sheet steel components 

• Sand blasted spreading equipment 

• Special two-coat paintwork 

• Application of the gritting material  

by means of roller

• Mechanical adjustment of the roller or sprea-

ding density by means of flow control valve 

• Fully hydraulic drive 

• Quick-emptying valve 

• Agitator shaft 

• Tarpaulin cover 

TRACTOR SELF-LOADING
ROLLER SPREADERS

Winter gritting and snow-clearing is a challenge 

to man and machine. Discussions with customers 

and the in-depth technical knowledge of our en-

gineers have led to the development of Springer’s 

self-loading roller spreaders.

The spreader, which is made of high-quality 

steel and sealed with special paint, is suspended 

easily and securely from the three-point hydrau-

lic fitting of a tractor. Thanks to the self-loading 

device specially developed by Springer Kommu-

naltechnik, the tractor can load the self-loading 

roller spreader itself. There is a change-over 

valve on the spreader to change from gritting 

to loading mode. That makes things easy, fast 

and efficient. In this range, metering of the grit 

quantity dispensed is controlled by changing 

the speed of the spreading roller. The carriers 

attached to it ensure a perfect spreading pat-

tern with impressive results. A quick-emptying 

flap is fitted in the area of the spreading roller. 

It is used to empty the residual gritting material 

quickly and easily. The spreading roller is driven 

hydraulically. The hydraulic drive is controlled 

from the driver’s cab by a flow control valve and 

an electronic control cassette. This makes the 

Springer self-loading roller spreader extremely 

reliable, highly efficient and cost-effective.
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Type Hopper
volume Spreader width PWS* DB* Weight approx.

SD 170 0,5 m3 1700 mm X 420 kg

SD 210 (1.0) 1 m3 2100 mm X X 590 kg

SD 210  
(1.2, 1.6) 1,2 / 1,6 m3 2100 mm X 680 kg

24  I  SD

*PWS ... Pre-wetted salt possible 
*DB ... Double chamber possible

Spreading width:  1-6 m 

Quantity of salt dispensed: 5-40 g/m2

Quantity of grit dispensed: 30-200 g/m2

• Compact sheet metal design

• Fully hydraulic drive 

• Stainless steel material chute and disperser 

• Set-down device for full spreading machine 

• Attachment for rear power lift  

(cat. 2 or cat. 3) 

• Working lights/lighting system according to 

Road Traffic Regulations with energy-saving 

LED technology 

• LED flashing lights integrated  

in the bumper 

• Rear spreader labelling with reflective war-

ning signs and winter gritting lettering 

• Travel-controlled spreading 

• Grit hopper cover (fibre-glass reinforced 

GRP plastic cover) 

• Optional stainless steel version

THREE-POINT 
SPREADING MACHINE

This range also reflects all the values of Sprin-

ger Kommunaltechnik GmbH: quality, reliability, 

durability with a clear edge in terms of cost-ef-

fectiveness and environmental responsibility. The 

three-point spreading machine has a sturdy screw 

conveyor and an additional pre-wetted salt device 

as an option.

If necessary, the grit can be mixed with brine and 

is then dispensed evenly by the constantly rotating 

disperser. The spreading machine can be suspen-

ded easily and securely from the three-point hy-

draulic fitting of a tractor. This combination results 

in a highly efficient gritting unit. Application of the 

gritting materials is travel-controlled. At a speed 

between walking pace and 50 km/h, the quantity 

of gritting material, the dispensing rate of which is 

set on the control system, is distributed evenly over 

the road by the disperser. The speed signal can be 

transmitted either in analogue form by a tacho ge-

nerator fitted to the vehicle gearbox, or by a digital 

pulse generator, or by the tachograph. If the elec-

tronic system fails, it is possible to continue gritting 

by using the emergency manual control. This is just 

one of many practical solutions offered by Springer 

Kommunaltechnik GmbH.
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UNIMOG
ATTACHMENT

SPREADING DEVICE

Type Quantity of salt dispensed Quantity of grit dispensed Weight approx.

ESU 1704 5-40 g/m2 30-300 g/m2 390 kg

Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH has decades 

of experience in the municipal services sector. 

The family business impresses not only with its 

consistent quality and personal customer ser-

vice but also with its customised solutions. One 

of which is the Unimog attachment spreading 

device.

Application of the gritting materials is travel-con-

trolled. Here too, a screw ensures metering of 

the output. It carefully guides the gritting ma-

terial through the centrally positioned material 

chute and down to the disperser. In this special 

range, the screw and disperser are also driven 

hydraulically with a computer-assisted control 

system for to control and monitor them. 

The advantage of the proven Springer control 

system: a perfect spreading pattern is always 

produced with optimum results for driving saf-

ety and the environment.

• Compact sheet metal design with reinforced 

base in the area of the screw conveyor

• Fully hydraulic drive 

• Attachments for original tipper flatbed 

• Fold-out spreader 

• Stainless steel material chute and disperser 

• Parking supports  

(with steering rollers, height-adjustable)

• Working lights 

• Lighting 

• Travel-controlled spreading 

• Illuminated control panel 

• Automatic material stop when vehicle is 

stationary 

Spreading width: approx. 2-6 m
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COMBINED SPREADER 
BRINE SPREADER

It is increasingly necessary to employ a range of diffe-

rent techniques to combat icy roads due to a variety of 

weather conditions.

Springer combined spreaders are designed to provide 

you with the best support in your fight. The spreading ma-

chines can carry and apply up to 3 gritting materials at the 

same time.

Salt – grit – pre-wetted salt

Grit and salt are applied via the disperser. Pre-wetted salt 

can be applied via the disperser or alternatively, for opti-

mum distribution of the brine over the road surface, via a 

“spray bar”. 

Using pre-wetted salt reduces the amount of salt drifting 

off and pre-wetted salt is also the best option for preven-

tive spreading.

 

Combination gritting is possible with all spreaders from 

Springer which have an addition PWS option.

• Salt saving

• Preventive spreading 

• Correct gritting medium to match weather 

conditions 

• PWS application via disperser or spray bar 

• Less salt drift-off 

• Most uniform application



SPRINGER D.O.T.
Data and operations terminal

SPRINGER D.O.T.  I  3130  I  SPRINGER D.O.T.

A conscious decision was made to 

dispense with too many operating levels 

and double assignment of the buttons 

to keep operation as intuitive as possib-

le. After all, the driver should be able to 

concentrate on what is happening on 

the road.

The ongoing spreading data are buffe-

red continuously in an internal memo-

ry and can be read externally via an SD 

card if required. 

To guarantee accurate spreading re-

sults at all times, the SPRINGER D.O.T 

also has the proven “SPRINGER Preci-

sion Adjustment Mode” which can be 

used to calibrate the spreader to the 

relevant gritting material.

• Digital control system (expandable 

via CAN-BUS)

• Perfect overview thanks to sche-

matic representation of the sprea-

ding system (functional check at a 

glance)

• Simple, logical operation without 

double assignment (blind 

operation)

• Collection of spreading data inter-

nally on SD card or optionally via 

GPS system

• Simple precision adjustment mode 

(calibration mode)

• Software update via SD card

The SPRINGER D.O.T has been developed by our electrical engineers specifically for 

user-friendly operation of the Springer spreading machines.
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Snowploughs are an absolute must when clearing snow, 

slush and frozen snow. The clearing equipment is exposed 

non-stop to the harshest conditions including ice, loose 

stones on the road surface and salt. The requirements 

for smooth winter clearance work are excellent workman-

ship, functionality and adaptability to almost any fitting de-

vices. At the same time, damage to the road surface and 

kerbstones as well as use-related wear and tear should be 

as low as possible or even prevented. For Springer’s en-

gineers this repeatedly presents a special challenge, that 

of satisfying high quality standards. Thanks to many years 

of expertise, Springer Kommunaltechnik has developed a 

variety of solutions. 

Before our high-quality products reach market maturity, 

they must prove themselves in a number of tests. In Ran-

gersdorf, the headquarters of Springer Kommunaltechnik 

GmbH, the clearing equipment must demonstrate whether 

it meets requirements. Extreme weather conditions pre-

vail at the foot of the Grossglockner, Austria’s highest 

mountain. What proves itself here will work reliably and 

effortlessly for the customer. 

As a result, we can produce very hard-wearing snowploughs 

in line with the latest findings. In addition to high-precisi-

on workmanship, they are distinguished by optimum snow 

clearance results while at the same time protecting roads 

and paths. The plough blades are made from high-grade 

steels. They are also coated with special paint to protect 

them against salt water and mechanical influences. All the-

se components combined result in the tried-and-tested 

Springer durability which is economically viable in the long 

term. A decision to purchase snow ploughs from Sprin-

ger Kommunaltechnik always guarantees strictly defined 

quality standards, enabling you to carry out perfect winter 

gritting and snow-clearing safely year after year.

SNOWPLOUGHS

No snowdrift too high, 
no challenge too great! 

With our blades, you’ll also 
become a SPRINGER WINTER 
HERO! 
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Standard equipment:

• Hardox 450 – bolted scraper bar

• One ploughshare with automatic release 

 mechanism 

• Hydraulic side adjustment +/-30° 

• Protected by double shock valve 

• Support leg and edge flags 

• Wear plate 

• 3-point mounting 

• Sand-blasted, primed and painted

34  I  COMPACTLINE PLOUGH

The Compactline plough from Springer is a tough snow blade for use in 

both the municipal and private sector.

COMPACTLINE PLOUGH 

Type Overall width Clearing width Heights
centre/outside Weight approx.

Compact 1401 1400 mm 1200 mm 875/960 mm 280 kg

Compact 1601 1600 mm 1385 mm 875/960 mm 300 kg

Compact 1801 1800 mm 1550 mm 875/960 mm 325 kg

Compact 2001 2000 mm 1750 mm 875/960 mm 350 kg

Compact 2101 2100 mm 1800 mm 875/960 mm 360 kg

Compact 2301 2300 mm 2000 mm 875/960 mm 410 kg

Compact 2501 2500 mm 2150 mm 875/960 mm 460 kg

Compact 2701 2700 mm 2350 mm 875/960 mm 490 kg

Compact 2901 2900 mm 2500 mm 875/960 mm 520 kg

Compact 3101 3100 mm 2685 mm 875/960 mm 550 kg

Additional options 

Support wheel with spindle adjustment, LED side lighting, rubber snow dust protector

Vehicle fitting plate, various wheel loader/yard loader mountings with mechanical levelling

Various mountings, e.g. coupling triangle/BU GT plate

Additional equipment:

• Solid rubber support wheels dia. 200 with spindle  

 adjustment 

• Snow dust protector 

• Side lighting 

• Special PU scraper bar 

• Vehicle fitting plate with HD lifting unit and 

 mechanical levelling 

• Various wheel loader mountings with weight 

 compensation and mechanical levelling



SL 1500-2100  I  3736  I  SL 1500-2100

• Automatic protection with pre-tensioned 

ploughshare

• Mechanical level adjustment 

• Height-adjustable wear plate 

• Spindle adjustment of wheels (optional) 

• Bolt-on wear rail in Hardox 450 

• Edge flags 

• Mounting device for three-point mounting 

of front power lift 

• Mounting device with quick-change plate 

and HD lifting unit 

• Hydraulic swivel device 

• Snow dust protector 

• LED plough side lighting 

Type Clearing width 
at 25°

Overall
plough width

Plough height 
centre/right Ploughshares Weight

approx.

SL 1500 1348 mm 1500 mm 770 mm 1 225 kg

SL 1600 1438 mm 1600 mm 770 mm 1 240 kg

SL 1700 1528 mm 1700 mm 770 mm 1 285 kg

SL 1900 1708 mm 1900 mm 670 / 770 mm 1 290 kg

SL 2100 1888 mm 2100 mm 670 / 780 mm 1 310 kg

The lateral snowploughs of this range consist 

of a clearing blade with release mechanism. 

This helps in particular when clearing hard, 

icy layers of snow. 

Thus preventing damage to the clearing 

equipment, the vehicle and the road and in-

creasing the service life of the Springer late-

ral snowplough. The folding mechanism of the 

clearing blade is controlled by tension springs. 

This makes it possible to for the plough to fold 

up when it encounters obstacles. The blade is 

then moved gently back into the clearing po-

sition with the tension springs. The clearing 

process can proceed smoothly without inter-

ruption.

LATERAL SNOWPLOUGH
SL 1500 – SL 2100



SL 2500-2900  I  3938  I  SL 2500-2900

• Hydraulic lifting device and  

swivel device

• Automatic protection with pre-tensi-

oned ploughshare 

• Mechanical level adjustment - optio-

nally hydraulic 

• Spindle adjustment of wheels 

• Bolt-on wear rail in Hardox 450 

• Edge flags 

• Snow dust protector 

• Wind deflector for higher  

clearing speed 

• LED plough side lighting

The lateral snowploughs of this range 

consist of two clearing blades with relea-

se mechanism. This helps in particular 

when clearing hard, icy layers of snow. 

Thus preventing damage to the clearing 

equipment, the vehicle and the road and 

increasing the service life of the Springer 

lateral snowplough. 

The folding mechanism of the clearing 

blade is controlled by tension springs. 

This makes it possible to for the plough 

to fold up when it encounters obstacles. 

The blades are then moved gently back 

into the clearing position with the tensi-

on springs. The clearing process can pro-

ceed smoothly without interruption.

LATERAL SNOWPLOUGH
SL 2500 – SL 2900

Type Clearing 
width at 30°

Overall 
plough width

Plough height 
centre/right

Ploughs-
hares

Weight 
approx.

SL 2500-2 2165 mm 2500 mm 900 / 980 mm 2 540 kg

SL 2700-2 2340 mm 2700 mm 900 / 985 mm 2 570 kg

SL 2900-2 2510 mm 2900 mm 900 / 990 mm 2 590 kg



SSL  I  4140  I  SSL

MUNICIPAL SNOWPLOUGH

Type Clearing width at 30° Plough width Plough height
centre/outside*

Scraper bar
segments Weight approx.

SSL 2502-2 2165 mm 2500 mm 910 mm 2 700 kg

SSL 2602-3 2250 mm 2600 mm 910 mm 3 720 kg

SSL 2902-3 2510 mm 2900 mm 910 mm 3 870 kg

SSL 3002-3 2590 mm 3000 mm 910 mm 3 880 kg

SSL 3302-4 2860 mm 3300 mm 910 mm 4 900 kg

*with additional height extension plate 910/1160

Winter road clearance in towns is characterised by 

the fact that different types of snow are frequently 

encountered: slush, loose snow, hardened snow or 

even a frozen covering of snow with ice formation. To 

ensure safe and optimum clearance work under the-

se changing conditions, the designer engineers from 

Springer Kommunaltechnik developed the municipal 

snowplough based on its customers’ experience. The 

clearing equipment consists of ploughshare segments 

in several parts. The slide shoe positioned close to the 

scraper bar facilitates perfect but easy guidance of 

the snowplough. This is crucial for gently but effective 

clearance. It also prevents the blade from jumping in 

uneven conditions. In addition, the municipal snow-

ploughs also have tried-and-tested automatic collision 

protection. The folding mechanism allows the plough 

segments to fold back when an obstacle is encounte-

red. The blade segments then return to their clearing 

position. This is typical Springer quality which is also 

distinguished by low wear and excellent reliability. 

• Hydraulic lifting and pressure device with adjusta-

ble lowering throttle 

• Hydraulic swivel device 

• Rubber snow dust protector 

• Spindle adjustment of wheels 

• Scraper bar segments protected by rubber 

damper 

• Mechanical levelling – optionally hydraulic 

• Optionally with three-point mounting 

• Optional hydraulic discharge stop



SHL  I  4342  I  SHL

Type Clearing width 
at 30°

Plough width VS
rail/side bulge

Plough height
centre/right

Scraper bar 
segments

Plough  weight
approx.

SHL 2704-2 2340 mm 2700 / 940 mm 970 / 1100 mm 2 680 kg

SHL 2804-2 2425 mm 2800 / 3050 mm 1150 / 1285 mm 2 990 kg

SHL 3004-2 2600 mm 3000 / 3245 mm 1150 / 1300 mm 2 1010 kg

SHL 3004-3 2600 mm 3000 / 3245 mm 1150 / 1300 mm 3 1050 kg

SHL 3204-2 2770 mm 3200 / 3440 mm 1150 / 1315 mm 2 1150 kg

SHL 3205-3 2770 mm 3200 / 3440 mm 1150 / 1300 mm 3 1090 kg

SHL 3304-3 2860 mm 3300 / 3540 mm  1150 / 1300 mm 3 1140 kg

• Automatic protection with pre-tensioned, upright ploughshares 

• Mechanical level adjustment in swivel slots 

• Quick adjustment of slide shoes (with replaceable wear plates) 

• Spindle adjustment of wheels (optional) 

• Bolt-on wear plates and wear rails made of Hardox 450 

• Edge flags 

• Hydraulic lifting and pressure device with lowering throttle 

• Hydraulic swivel device 

• Warning marking in acc. with Road Traffic Regulations 

• Snow dust protector or wind deflector 

• Plough side lighting with LED lamps 

• Optional three-point/front loader frame/wheel loader 

mounting frame

SLIDING BLADE 
LATERAL SNOWPLOUGH

Winter often reveals its harsher side. 

This is when heavy-duty clearing 

equipment is required. The sliding 

blade lateral ploughs from Springer 

Kommunaltechnik can always be re-

lied on to overcome these challenges 

to people, machinery and materials.  

They comprise two or more clearing bla-

des with upright ploughshares. Our en-

gineers have chosen this special shape 

of plough to deal with hard, icy coverings 

of snow powerfully and effectively. 

The sliding blade lateral ploughs also 

have the tried-and-tested Springer au-

tomatic collision protection and levelling 

mechanism. This allows both safe and 

precise operation, even at high speeds 

on main roads, for example. Obstacles 

such as manhole covers or kerbstones 

can be passed over even at an acute ang-

le without causing damage. As with all 

our snowploughs, the designer enginee-

rs from Springer Kommunaltechnik have 

placed particular emphasis on quality, 

precision and reliability.



SHD  I  4544  I  SHD

Type Clearing width
at 30°

Plough width VS
rail/side bulge

Plough height 
centre/right

Scraper bar
segments

Plough weight 
approx.

SHD 2804-2 2425 mm 2800 / 3050 mm 1150 / 1225 mm 2 990 kg

SHD 3004-2 2600 mm 3000 / 3445 mm 1150 / 1300 mm 2 1010 kg

SHD 3004-3 2600 mm 3000 / 3445 mm 1150 / 1300 mm 3 1050 kg

SHD 3204-2 2770 mm 3200 / 3440 mm 1150 / 1315 mm 2 1030 kg

SHD 3204-3 2770 mm 3200 / 3440 mm 1150 / 1315 mm 3 1090 kg

SHD 3304-3 2860 mm 3300 / 3540 mm 1150 / 1300 mm 3 1110 kg

Like the SHL range, the sliding blade lateral 

snowploughs with damping element are made 

for extreme winter and snow conditions.

High-quality steel, outstanding workmanship 

combined with a special paint that is resistant 

to alkalis, acids and salt make these clearing bla-

des extremely durable and unrivalled in their ef-

fectiveness. The range of applications for which 

they can be used and the low wear underline 

the cost-effectiveness of products from Springer 

Kommunaltechnik. Springer Kommunaltechnik 

has drawn on its extensive experience to create 

numerous effective solutions for its snowploughs. 

They have the tried and tested Springer collision 

protection system. This ensures that the blade 

folds upwards when it encounters obstacles. The 

clearing blade is then moved gently back into its 

working position. These ploughs also have dam-

ping elements between wear rail and plough 

blade. This means that only the scraper bar is 

displaced when passing over smaller obstacles, 

rather than the entire blade. The clearing pro-

cess can continue smoothly without interruption 

even at high speeds. Damage to the road surface 

or kerbstones is prevented while still maintaining 

impressive clearing performance thanks to the 

clever design.

SLIDING BLADE
LATERAL SNOWPLOUGH 
WITH DAMPING ELEMENT

• Automatic protection with pre-tensioned, upright ploughshares 

• Mechanical level adjustment in swivel slots 

• Quick adjustment of slide shoes (with replaceable wear plates) 

• Spindle adjustment of wheels (optional) 

• Bolt-on wear plates and wear rails made of Hardox 450 

• Edge flags 

• Hydraulic lifting and pressure device with lowering throttle 

• Damping element between wear rail and clearing blade 

• Hydraulic swivel device 

• Warning marking in acc. with Road Traffic Regulations 

• Snow dust protector or wind deflector 

• Plough side lighting with LED lamps 

• Optional three-point/front loader frame/wheel loader mounting frame



SHE  I  4746  I  SHE

Type Clearing width
at 34°

Plough
width mm

Plough height
centre/right mm

Scraper bar
segments

Plough weight
approx.

SHE/B 3205-3 (30°) 2770 mm 3200 mm 1190/1475 mm 3 1100 kg

SHE/B 3404-4 (30°) 3000 mm 3450 mm 1300/1500 mm 4 1250 kg

SHE/B 3604-4 3000 mm 3600 mm 1190/1475 mm 4 1320 kg

SHE/B 4104-4 3400 mm 4100 mm 1190/1475 mm 4 1400 kg

Snow, ice and salt place extreme stress on the ma-

terial. At the same time, damage to the road surface 

and kerbstones as well as use-related wear and tear 

should be prevented. The high quality standards un-

derlying the design present a particular challenge for 

the engineers. The result is clearing blades like the 

sliding blade lateral snowplough specially developed 

for trucks. 

Like other models in this range, they have collision 

protection and a levelling system. The ploughsha-

res, consisting of two or more blade elements that 

are connected to the plough frame independently of 

each other in guide tracks, avoid obstacles that are 

encountered by moving back and up simultaneous-

ly. This series is also equipped with a quick-change 

system from Springer Kommunaltechnik which ensu-

res safe, time-saving fitting of the clearing blade to 

the carrier vehicle. Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH 

thus supplies clearing equipment for the toughest 

winter conditions and for any eventuality.

SLIDING BLADE LATERAL SNOWPLOUGH  
for trucks

• Automatic protection with pre-tensioned,  

upright ploughshares 

• Mechanical level adjustment in swivel slots 

• Quick adjustment of slide shoes  

(with replaceable wear plates) 

• Spindle adjustment of wheels (optional) 

• Bolt-on wear plates and wear rails made of 

Hardox 450 

• Edge flags 

• Hydraulic lifting and pressure device  

with lowering throttle 

• Hydraulic swivel device 

• Warning marking in acc. with Road Traffic 

Regulations 

• Snow dust protector or wind deflector 

• Plough side lighting with LED lamps 

• Optionally with hydraulic finishing bar

When it comes to clearing snow, slush or fro-

zen snow, Springer sliding blade lateral snow-

ploughs have a key role to play in winter clea-

rance services. Workmanship, functionality and 

adaptability to almost any fitting devices are a 

basic requirement for smooth winter

clearance work.



VARIOPLOUGH 130-170

V 130-170  I  4948  I  V 130-170

Type Clearing width
V/A/diagonal

Overall plough
width with/without 

wear block

Plough height
centre/outside

Scraper bar
segments

Plough weight 
approx.

V130 1160 mm 1295 / 1435 mm 720 / 850 mm 2 250 kg

V155 1350 mm 1560 / 1700 mm 720 / 850 mm 2 280 kg

V170 1480 mm 1710 / 1850 mm 720 / 850 mm 2 290 kg

• Variable adjustment of the plough blades

• Pos. A Lateral snowplough

• Pos. B Pointed plough

• Pos. C V-shaped plough

• Automatic evasive device of the scraper bar on en-

countering obstacles

• Damping element between scraper bar and plough 

body – thus particularly low-noise 

• Variable adjustment by means of generously di-

mensioned HD cylinders

• Bolted scraper bar made of Hardox 450

• Mechanical level adjustment

• Edge flags 

• Plough side lighting with LED lamps

• Spindle adjustment of wheels

• Three-point mounting device/quick-change plate/

various attachments

Both practical use and discussions with customers 

led to the development of the Vario snowploughs. 

The engineers designed the Vario 130 - 170 range 

for mounting on narrow-gauge vehicles that are 

often used in rural and inner-city areas.

This range is suitable for universal snow clearing, 

especially on pavements, in confined inner-ci-

ty areas and in parks. It goes without saying that 

this model range is produced according to the 

same criteria as all winter equipment from Sprin-

ger Kommunaltechnik: high-quality materials, 

precision workmanship, low wear and maximum 

reliability. 

The VarioPlough can be used as a pointed, side-fa-

cing or V-shaped forward-facing clearing blade. 

The individual wings of the blade are infinitely swi-

vellable. These options allow for a large number of 

possible uses - as the situation requires. All types 

of this series are equipped with the reliable Sprin-

ger collision protection including levelling system. 

The sturdy workmanship and high-quality materi-

als make it possible to pass over obstacles such 

as manhole covers or kerbstones even at an acute 

angle. The VarioPlough is a tough all-rounder with 

durability.



V 280-340  I  5150  I  V 280-340

Type Clearing width
V/A/diagonal

Overall plough
width with/without 

wear block

Plough height
centre/outside

Scraper bar
segments

Plough weight 
approx.

V280 2360 mm 2870 / 3010 mm 1000 mm 4 820 kg

V310 2550 mm 3100 / 3240 mm 1000 mm 4 860 kg

V340 2790 mm 3390 / 3530 mm 1000 mm 4 900 kg

• Variable adjustment of the plough blades 

• Pos. A Lateral snowplough 

• Pos. B Pointed plough 

• Pos. C V-shaped plough 

• Automatic evasive device of the scraper bar on encoun-

tering obstacles 

• Damping element between scraper bar and plough 

body – thus particularly low-noise 

• Variable adjustment by means of generously dimensi-

oned HD cylinders 

• Bolted scraper bar made of Hardox 450 

• Mechanical level adjustment in the X and Y axis 

• Edge flags 

• LED plough side lighting 

• Adjustable slide shoe 

• Mounting device for quick-change plate/three-point/

front loader frame/wheel loader attachment 

• Optional HD control comfort system

The Vario 280 to 340 is a four-part snowplough 

which makes it unbeatably versatile. Its strength 

comes to the fore in the local and municipal sec-

tor as well as on paths, car parks and junctions. 

The Springer VarioPlough consists of two inde-

pendent, adjustable plough halves. Each of these 

halves is divided into two spring-loaded segments. 

It is possible to adjust the wings from 35° forwards 

to 35° backwards in each case in all the Vario mo-

dels. The continuously variable adjustment enab-

les straight, diagonal, V and A positions with which 

perfect clearing results can be achieved as the si-

tuation requires.

The principle of the VarioPlough 280 to 330 is 

identical to that of the 130 to 170 model. It is also 

equipped with collision protection. Due to the 

spring-loaded segments, the hinges necessary for 

the flaps are damped with Vulkollan elements and 

pre-tensioned with hollow rubber springs to re-

duce wear and improve operability for a perfect 

clearing result. The VarioPloughs are also fitted 

as standard with hydraulic overload protection. 

These are just some of the many advantages of 

this universal clearing equipment which have been 

implemented as a result of the close collaborati-

on between Springer Kommunaltechnik and its 

customers.

VARIOPLOUGH 280-340



This is always a challenge for the winter road cle-

aring services. It is necessary to use snowploughs 

with different widths to clear effectively and wi-

thout wasting time. This is neither cost-effective, 

economically viable nor efficient.

The engineers from Springer Kommunaltechnik 

analysed this problem over the course of many 

technical discussions and came up with an im-

pressive solution: the Springer VarioWing. The 

models in this series are multiple blade ploughs 

with the tried-and-tested upright ploughshares 

that are ideal for clearing hard coverings of snow. 

The VarioWing also has an additional ploughshare 

which is what makes it so versatile and flexible. 

This element, which complements the rigid blades, 

can be adjusted hydraulically. The telescopic fun-

ction developed specially by Springer facilitates 

continuous adjustment to increase or reduce the 

working width to the left depending on the type 

of road. 

What’s more, these models are also equipped with 

Springer’s proven automatic collision protection 

and levelling mechanism. The folding mechanism 

allows the plough to fold upwards when it encoun-

ters obstacles. The blade segments then return to 

their clearing position. The clearing process can 

thus proceed smoothly with the VarioWing without 

interruption. This effective technology prevents 

damage to the road surface or to kerbstones. 

Springer Kommunaltechnik GmbH is always one 

step ahead in its thinking, with impressive results.

• Lateral snowplough with upright

• ploughshares 

• Variable adjustment of the clearing width in 

just a few seconds 

• Width extension by up to 1 m. 

• Hydraulic lifting and swivelling device 

• Indirect lighting of the Vario blade

VARIOWING

VARIOWING  I  5352  I  VARIOWING

Type Clearing width
V/A/diagonal

Overall plough
width with/without 

wear block

Plough height
centre/outside

Scraper bar 
segments

Plough weight 
approx.

SHE-VWL  
3404-1000 3000 - 4000 mm 3400 + 1000 mm 1300 / 1500 mm 4 1820 kg

SHE-VWL  
3904-1000 3400 - 4400 mm 3900 + 1000 mm 1300 / 1500 mm 4 1980 kg

Roads are often as varied as the areas 

through which they run. In the moun-

tains, in towns or in rural areas, whole 

sections of a road can vary in width.



PIANO  I  5554  I  PIANO

It was developed based on experience of the ex-

treme weather conditions – in both winter and 

summer – that prevail at the foot of the Gross-

glockner mountain and consequently attack the 

road surface. Height differences in the road sur-

face pose huge challenges to the road clearance 

services.

Standard snowploughs usually consist of either 

a fixed element or up to three movable sections. 

Such machines have at best limited to poor abi-

lity to adapt to the road surface. Snow and ice 

remain in the depressions in the road and can 

only be melted by applying large amounts of salt. 

Along with the high cost, there is still a latent 

source of danger. The SPRINGER follow-up piano 

adapts perfectly to uneven road surfaces and de-

livers impressive results.

The advantage of the follow-up piano device 

compared to conventional snowploughs lies in 

the fact that this patented innovation is equip-

ped with two blades fitted one behind the other: 

a front, rigid blade for rough clearance and a se-

cond blade consisting of individually pre-tensi-

oned elements. This unique clearing method can 

be used to clean up considerably more snow with 

variations in the level of the road surface of up 

to 20 cm. Subsequent salt spreading is minimi-

sed as a result. Savings in road salt of up to 50% 

are realistic. The Springer follow-up piano device 

therefore makes a valuable contribution to road 

safety, protection of the environment and public 

finances.

• High savings of de-icing products 

• Snow residues are removed from road surfa-

ces with up to 200 mm unevenness 

• Salt can act directly on the road surface 

• Perfect adaptation to road surface 

• Excellent clearing results

FOLLOW-UP “PIANO”
Uneven roads represent a particular risk in winter. The follow-up 

“piano” from SPRINGER Kommunaltechnik GmbH provides a paten-

ted and effective solution to this.



ACCESSORIES  I  5756  I  ACCESSORIES

FINISHING BAR For snowploughs consisting of one or more bla-

de segments carried by a plough frame, signifi-

cant amounts of residual snow can sometimes 

remain after clearing.

In addition, snow can be forced through the 

gaps in the individual blade segments, particu-

larly if snow is cleared at higher speeds. A jet of 

snow is discharged from the back. 

This becomes compacted on the ground as it is 

driven over and remains as a raised strip. This 

constitutes a huge safety risk.

However unobtrusive the finishing bar on a snowplough may appear, its effect in 

comparison to snowploughs without one is unmistakable.



ACCESSORIES  I  5958  I  ACCESSORIES

It is used wherever snow deposits are un-

desirable during the clearance process, such 

as at bus stops, road junctions, entrances or 

car parks. The discharge stop also facilitates 

fast clearance of access routes and rounda-

bouts.

This very effective accessory is easy to operate 

hydraulically from the driver’s cab of the carrier 

vehicle.

When the discharge stop is unlocked and 

opens, the snow that has been picked up is 

discharged immediately and can escape ea-

sily. Work can continue smoothly without in-

terruption. The discharge stop does not impair 

the effect of the collision protection system for 

avoiding obstacles and all safety systems of the 

snowplough remain fully functional in any po-

sition.

Like all clearance devices from Springer Kom-

munaltechnik, the discharge stop is made 

from high-quality, extremely durable materials. 

Springer’s renowned precision guarantees ab-

solute reliability with low wear. The discharge 

stop brings something extra to effective winter 

road clearing services.

DISCHARGE STOP
The Springer discharge stop is an indispensable tool in winter 

road clearance services, particularly in urban areas

and car parks.



The second circuit of the Springer compact hydrau-

lic system contains the pressure and tank line.

The hydraulic tandem pump of the Springer com-

pact hydraulic system is either flange-mounted on 

the engine power take-off or mounted on the engi-

ne block by means of a mounting bracket with inte-

grated clamping device. 

When the engine is running, the hydraulic tandem 

pump is driven via one of the power take-offs, e.g. 

camshaft PTO or a V-belt pulley, which is mounted 

on the crankshaft of the vehicle engine. In this case, 

the pump conveys the hydraulic fluid out of the 

tank to the control unit to the consumers connec-

ted and from there back to the hydraulic fluid tank 

via a return flow filter. 

The control unit conveys the hydraulic fluid into the 

appropriate hydraulic control lines by remote elec-

tromagnetic operation of the individual functions 

from the driver’s cab with an easy-to-use 4-way 

joystick. This ensures effortless operation of all the 

equipment connected and guarantees trouble-free 

use in winter.

• Dual-circuit hydraulic system

• Up to 4 functions on the 1st circuit  

(lifting/lowering, swivelling left/right, and  

the option of “2 additional functions”)

• Comfort operation with touch control

• Optionally with plough release

• Optionally with multi-coupler

• Optional overflow oil line

At the heart of the system for operating additional attachments, such 

as snowploughs, follow-up pianos or spreading machines, is a du-

al-circuit hydraulic (HD) system.

The first circuit consists of an electro-hydraulically control-

led hydraulic system for raising and lowering or swivelling a 

snowplough to the left/right. The HD system additionally 

has four further connections via which the follow-up pia-

no, for example, can be operated. They are responsible 

for driving the spreading machine. 

A proportional pressure valve provides for a hy-

draulic plough release which admits variable 

pressure to the lifting cylinder of the snow-

plough. One or two additional “dual-effect 

hydraulic circuits” are responsible for fun-

ctions such as the discharge stop or fi-

nishing bar, for example.

COMPACT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The operation of ploughs, follow-up pianos and spreading machines requires a 

reliable, highly efficient hydraulic system in daily winter use. The hydraulic 

system must functional despite snow, ice, spray water and extreme tem-

peratures. Springer’s compact hydraulic system of type GD-CAN x/y S 12 

guarantees this.

ACCESSORIES  I  6160  I  ACCESSORIES



62  I  ZUBEHÖR

COMPACT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM SINGLE CIRCUIT COMPACT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM DUAL CIRCUIT

1  Snowplough control panel/alternatively spreader panel

2  Hydraulic pump for plough or spreader

3  V-belt drive/alternatively engine power take-off

1  Hydraulic motor of the spreading machine

2  Plug-in couplings of spreader attachment

3  Hydraulic valve for spreader on/off

4  Hydraulic pump for snowplough control

5  Hydraulic pump for driving the spreader

6  Snowplough control panel/spreader control panel

7  V-belt drive/alternatively engine power take-off

8  Hydraulic control unit with electric solenoid valves

9  Lifting/lowering cylinders

10 Left/right side changeover cylinders

4  Hydraulic control unit with electric solenoid valves

5  Lifting/lowering cylinders

6  Left/right side changeover cylinders

ACCESSORIES  I  6362  I  ACCESSORIES



64  I  ZUBEHÖR

FRONT-MOUNTED
ROAD SWEEPER

WATERING SYSTEM

ACCESSORIES  I  6564  I  ACCESSORIES

Springer front-mounted road sweepers 

are ideal for sweeping up grit and other 

dirt on the road surface. The optional 

weed brush also removes dirt and weeds 

on the road edge. Optionally, the dirt can 

also be collected in a dirt tank which can 

be conveniently emptied by means of a 

hydraulic cylinder.

• Hard-wearing plastic brush 

• Spraying device 

• Easy to fit using quick-change plate 

• Optional weed brush 

• Optional dirt collection tank 

• Optionally with water barrel 

Watering systems by Springer can be adapted for use on  

all carrier vehicles.

 

Thanks to a powerful hydraulic pump, the watering system can be 

used for both watering and cleaning. A hard-wearing plastic tank en-

sures sufficient capacity for your work. Fully equipped with hose reel 

and watering lance.

• Compact design

• Suitable for watering and cleaning

• Large capacity

• Mounting versions available for three-point mounting, spider 

mounting, quick-change systems or mounting on tipper flat bed

Type Brush roller width Brush diameter Sweeping width

VKM-H 1501 1,5 m 600 mm approx. 1,3 m

VKM-H 1701 1,7 m 600 mm approx. 1,5 m

VKM-H 2001 2,0 m 600 mm approx. 1,7 m

VKM-H 2401 2,4 m 600 mm approx. 2,1 m

Dirt is created where work is done but it too has to be got rid of.
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